Manlleu meeting: Evaluation

4. Meeting people having different habits can be interesting... Name one
thing you experienced as being different.
Most common or significant answers







The food
Time management (esp. concerning meals during the day the times people eat,
late dinner...;)
People wear shoes in the house.
Different timetables, different eating habits
Many pupils walk to school together
Different school habits: the hours, the way students and teachers are familiar to
each other.

5. Have you encountered language difficulties? If so, how did you
manage to make yourself clear?
Most common or significant answers






Sometimes, the parents couldn't speak English so we had to use google translate
or my host had to translate everything they said.
Sometimes I used google translate
Smiling always helps!
Just by trying :-). We all come from different countries and speak different
languages, so everybody is trying to explain himself/herself and everybody
makes mistakes...
No problems. Gestures and a smile.

6. Think of yourself being 20 years older... ;-) What is it you will
remember from this Erasmus+ meeting?
Most common or significant answers








Meeting different people... and realising we are not that different at all...
That it was an amazing experience! I made new friends and learned about the
Catalan culture in a way that not much people did. I integrated in the life of a
Catalan student! I will be very thankful to the teachers for giving me this
amazing opportunity and I will absolutely recommend my family to participate
other Erasmus projects. I would really like to do my college/university abroad
and I think that this is already a very good start!
How kind everyone was and the beautiful landscape in Manlleu
The many kind people I met and the much sport I did with others
The multinational atmosphere
Having met wonderful people! And that physical health is important... we
should be aware of that before it's too late!





I will remember the experience of meeting other countries people, the different
cultures, the activities and how useful English is to talk to people from other
places.
I had a lot of very great moments during this experience so but I also made a lot
of new friends. The people I met, that's what I think I will never forget.
The experience of living together with the other countries.

